26th October, 2021

ARES, France’s leading MMA Promotion is back!
ARES Fighting Championship, France’s leading MMA Promotion is back with some HUGE
NEWS!
First of all, the full fight card has been unveiled and it promises to be the most impressive of the history of
French MMA:

Wilson Reis VS Taylor Lapilus : 2 UFC Veterans looking to earn their way back to the UFC, possibly the
best matchup outside of American leagues.
Emil Meek VS Thibault Gouti : 2 spectacular UFC Veterans looking for striking fireworks.
Alex Lohore VS Abdoul Abdouraguimov : : Simply the best welterweight fight possible in France.
Ian Entwistle VS Daguir Imavov : Nassourdine Imavov’s older brother will look to extend his winning
streak against.
Jimmy Vienot VS Hassan N'Dam : : Elite striking levels between a Muay Thai world champion and a
Boxing World Champion for a clash that will captivate France.
Cherif Drame VS Akhmed Salamov : The Future lies in this one an Englishman who never goes the
distance.
Temerlan Azizov VS Patrik Martinik : You will thank us later for that one, future is written all over
them.
For its long-awaited debut in France, ARES goes big with an event that will be held in Levallois-Perret at
the Iconic Marcel Cerdan Arena! Tickets are available and the organization is confident to sold out within
weeks: bit.ly/ARES2_ticketing

Change of Governance
Formerly brought to you by the Vivendi Group, the organization now belongs to Fernand Lopez and
Benjamin Sarfati. The long-time business partners united their forces with some prestigious investors to
bring you the best of French MMA this december.
They are taking over the project together and intend to start a new era for the sport in France with #ARES2
on December 11th.

For interview opportunities, please reach press@aresfighting.com.
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